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CROP PRODUCTION, USDA SUPPLY/DEMAND @ 11:00AM (CST) 

Posted on 6/11/2014 6:04:05 AM 

  

Higher for oats,  soybeans and soybean meal while lower for rough rice, corn, soybean oil, Minneapolis, 
Kansas City and Chicago wheat. I keep stating that we all know the world supply of wheat is large but that 
hadn't stopped the wheat from a nice retracement rally until peaking out in May and falling ever since. 
Minneapolis is just below some good resistance while KC is already in theirs. Chicago made its worst low 
and close since February with little resistance all the way up to 650. The Minneapolis/ KC spreads, after 
coming close to a breakout and buy signal, have fallen back over the last 1 1/2 weeks or so. I would first 
need to see a close over   -15.0 basis the July contracts before I would consider a possible buy signal. I 
would then probably begin buying retracements. CALL FOR DETAILS! Oats settled higher but has huge 
resistance and would need to close over 380 before considering a long position. Rice made a new 
CONTRACT LOW AND CLOSE continuing to look very bearish. On the other side of the coin there's little 
resistance all the way up to 1520 where very solid resistance goes all the way up to 1570. Corn made its 
worst low and close since February now at the cusp of a good support area but moving lower since the 
middle of May which, at least to me, is no surprise. Don't forget around 75% of corn goes into feed down 
from 85% before ethanol was thrust upon us and the cattle herds are at 50-60 year lows not to mention 
what the hog virus did to the hog population. Good resistance starts around 480 also. The beans and 
meal settled higher while oil closed down which has been the bean complex's MO for quite a while since 
the meal has really led the beans higher. I really am surprised the beans and meal have stayed at high as 
they've had for so long but I haven't wavered in my feelings that they will eventually follow wheat and corn 
down. Right now the beans and to a lesser extent meal are starting to look a little toppy in my opinion. 
Beans need to hold 460 and the meal 460 also in my opinion. On the other hand oil continues to lag 
far behind the beans and meal while being in a bear market. Watch the meal/oils spreads for a sign that 
the bean complex may be topping. CALL ME FOR DETAILS.BUY SIGNALS FOR SOYBEANS AND 
SOYBEAN MEAL. SELL SIGNALS FOR MINEAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY AND CHICAGO WHEAT ALONG 
WITH OATS, CORN, ROUGH RICE AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional charts, 
quotes, news, commentary & more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com. 
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